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The paper focuses on the automatic generating of the witnesses for the word equation satisfiability
problem by means of specializing an interpreter WI(σ ,Eqs), which tests whether a substitution σ of
variables of a given word equation system Eqs produces its solution. We specialize such an interpreter
w.r.t. Eqs, while σ is unknown. We show that several variants of such interpreters, when specialized
using the basic unfold/fold specialization methods, are able to decide the satisfiability problem for
some sets of the word equations whose left- and right-hand sides share variables. We prove that
the specialization process w.r.t. the constructed interpreters is sound, i.e. gives a simple syntactic
criterion of the satisfiability, and compare the results of the suggested approach with the results
produced by Z3str3 and CVC4, the widely-used SMT-solvers.

1 Introduction

In recent decades, program transformation techniques were applied to verification and analysis of proper-
ties of several models, including cache-coherence and cryptographic protocols, constrained Horn clauses,
Petri nets, deductive databases, control-flow analysis, and others [2, 10, 11, 13, 22, 31, 42]. On the other
hand, the number of works on verification of string manipulating programs and string constraint solvers
is rapidly growing during last years [1, 4, 6, 8, 18, 19, 20, 23, 34, 38, 43]. As far as we know, there are few
interactions between the two research areas, although some of their methods exploit similar concepts.

One approach to the verification is to apply an unfold/fold algorithm [5] to a deterministic program
modelling a nondeterministic system behaviour via introducing an additional path parameter [22, 21].
That is, given an unfold/fold algorithm Spec and a non-deterministic program f (x), the algorithm Spec

solves the specialization task f ′(v,x) satisfying the condition1 ∀c(∃ f (c)⇒ ∃p( f ′(p,c) = f (c))). Here
the parameter v ranges over the paths determining the ways to compute f (x).

This idea has many applications in computer science. In particular, methods to solve word equations,
starting from Matyiasevich’s [25], Hmelevskij’s [14], Makanin’s [24] algorithms in 1970s, and includ-
ing Plandowski’s [33] and Jez’s algorithms [15] designed in the recent two decades, all use the non-
deterministic search. A word equation is an equation Φ = Ψ, where Φ and Ψ are words in the joint
alphabet A ∪V of letters and variables, its solution is a substitution σ : V 7→ A ∗ s.t. Φσ is textually
equal to Ψσ . The algorithms provide transformation steps, which, applied iteratively to a given equation,
generate its solution set. Thus, a (partial) solution tree of the given equation is produced. Some paths of
the solution tree may be infinite, and are to be either pruned or represented as loops. For example, given

∗The reported study was partially supported by Russian Academy of Sciences, research project No. AAAA-A16-
116021760039-0.

1We use the assumption that only the elements c belonging to the function domain are considered, which is expressed by
the condition ∃ f (c).
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Figure 1: Unfold/fold method for solving the word equations and program transformation.

a path in the solution tree and a node along this path, Matyiasevich’s algorithm constructs an arc leading
to this node from its descendant when the two equations marking these nodes coincide modulo the vari-
able names. Figure 1 shows a solution graph for a simple word equation constructed by Matyiasevich’s
algorithm and a graph of states and the state transitions of a functional program constructed by a basic
unfold/fold algorithm. Henceforth, we refer to such graphs as (partial) process trees [32, 36]. One may
find that the two graphs coincide modulo the node names. This paper focuses on the mentioned simi-
larity of the methods and aims at adjusting the unfold/fold program transformation algorithm to solving
the word equations.

Our contributions are the following. We study three interpreters, specialization of which using
a general-purpose tool constructs a residual program that presents the complete solutions set of a given
word equation. We prove that an analogue of Jones-optimality holds for the interpreters considered [3,
16], which guarantees that the satisfiability of equation systems analysed can be easily restored by check-
ing a simple syntactic property of the residual programs. Surprisingly, the naive unfolding plus some
basic optimisations generate a solution algorithm, for example, for the set of the one-variable word equa-
tions, and the algorithm differs from the well-known one given by Hmelevskij [14]. We also reveal
several other sets of equations sharing variables in right- and left-hand sides, for which the specialization
is shown to be sound. To the best our knowledge, these equation sets were uncovered by the published
works on the string constraint solvers applied to the unbounded-length case. Finally, we show the appli-
cation results of the presented approach to the benchmark equation sets for the solver Woorpje [8], and
to a new benchmark of 50 equation systems, and compare the results with the results of the application of
the SMT-solvers Z3str3 and CVC4 to these benchmarks. The systems were generated by the authors of
the benchmarks randomly, and the complete solution sets are constructed by our algorithm for the most
of the equation systems considered in the tests.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the presentation syntax.
We describe the interpreters used in Sec. 3, and the verification task in Sec. 4. The general unfold/fold
scheme is given in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we discuss the optimality of the specialization and present results
of the verification, in particular, for a number of sets of the word equations we show that every equation
in any of the sets can be solved via the verification method. Sec. 7 considers related work, and Sec. 8
concludes the paper. The proofs of the main statements on properties of the presented algorithms are
given in Appendix, as well as the source code of the interpreter models used in the specialization.
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2 Preliminaries

We denote the set of the string variables with V , the set of the letters with A . A term is an element of
A ∪V . A word equation is an equation Φ = Ψ, where Φ,Ψ ∈ {A ∪V }∗. A word equation is said to be
reduced iff its sides neither start nor end with the same terms [7].

We write an application of substitution ξ : V → {A ∪ V }∗ to a word Φ as Φξ . A solution of
the equation Φ = Ψ is a substitution ξ : V →A ∗ s.t. Φξ coincides with Ψξ textually. Given an equation
E : Φ = Ψ and substitution ξ , Eξ is Φξ = Ψξ (by default, in the reduced form). We denote the number
of occurrences of the term t in a word Φ with |Φ|t . The word equation length is |Φ|+ |Ψ|.

2.1 Presentation Language

In this paper we use the following pseudocode for functional programs manipulating the strings and
based on the pattern matching. The programs are written as lists of term rewriting rules. The rules in
the definitions are applied using the top-down matching order. The syntax is given in Figure 2. Here ε

is the empty word, ++ stands for the associative concatenation sign (both may be omitted). The set of
the constants used as the letters2 is Σ, elements of which are given in bold.

Rule ::=!!!!
FName (Pattern, . . . , Pattern) = Exp

Pattern ::=!!!!
ε | Variable | Letter | (Pattern) | Pattern ++ Pattern

Exp ::=!!!!
ε | Variable | Letter | (Exp) | FName (Exp, . . . , Exp) | Exp ++ Exp

Variable ::=!!!!
xName | sName

Figure 2: The syntax of the program pseudocode.

An object expression is either a string in Σ∗, catenation of two object expressions, or (Expr), where Expr
is an object expression. The variables with the first letter x range over object expressions; the variables
with the first letter s range over symbols in Σ. We denote the set of the variables occurring in the expres-
sion Exp with Var(Exp). Given a program, the function Go serves as its entry function. The programming
language uses the call-by-value evaluation strategy.

3 Word Equations Interpreters

In this section we introduce a class of simple interpreters transforming the word equations. Actually
the interpreters generate finite paths in an equation solution tree in a way being similar to Matiyasevich’s
approach [25]. The nodes in the tree are labeled with configurations, which are equation lists3. Given
a list of the word equations 〈Φ1 = Ψ1, . . . ,Φn = Ψn〉, its solution tree is a (possibly infinite) directed
graph representing a non-deterministic unfolding process using the rules listed in Figure 3 (a). We see
the narrowing rules in the first column. Given a narrowing rule, the second column provides the con-
straint imposed on the first equation in the list required for applying the rule. Following the classical
approach [7, 14, 25], no fresh variables and constants are introduced in the narrowing rules.

We use a slightly modified version of Matiyasevich’s algorithm. The Nielsen transformation [9],
which is the base of the algorithm, states that given xΦ1 = yΨ1 either the length of the value of the

2This set is wider than the set A , Sec. 2, because it contains also the letters used in the inner encoding of the equations.
3In order to emphasize that the the graph depends on the order of the equations in the equation system, we use “the list of

the equations” instead of “the system . . . ”.
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Figure 3: The rewriting rules and an example of a solution graph.

variable x is greater than the length of the value of y, or vice versa, or their lengths are equal (and,
consequently, x = y). Figure 3 (a) does not show the third case: it is a composition of x 7→ yx and
x 7→ ε , and we allow the rule x 7→ ε to be applied to any equation whose left- or right-hand side starts
with x. This modification guarantees that any solution of the equation Φ1 = Ψ1 can be generated4 as a
composition of the substitutions given in Figure 3 (a). The following example shows that for the classical
form of the algorithm, this statement does not hold.

Example 1. Let xσ = A, yσ = ε , and the equation xy = yx be considered. If we use the narrowings
x 7→ yx ∨ y 7→ xy ∨ x 7→ y provided by the classic form of the Nielsen transformation then the solution
generated by σ cannot be obtained by any finite number of such substitutions.

We assume that an infinite path in a solution tree is to be folded iff it contains nodes N1 and N2
s.t. N1 is an ancestor of N2 and their configurations textually coincide. Then the subtree with the root N2
repeats the subtree with the root N1, and the infinite path can be represented as a cycle. Henceforth we
use the notions of the solution tree and of the solution graph almost interchangeably. An example of a
graph representing all solutions of the equation Axy= xyA is given in Figure 3 (b). The cyclic arcs in
the graph show the folding operation. For the sake of brevity, the nodes along the folded paths are not
shown.

Program ::=!!!!
ε | Subst; Program

Subst ::=!!!!
Var 7→ ε | Var 7→Letter Var | Var 7→ Var’ Var

Figure 4: The syntax of the simple logical programs.

An interpreter WI(P,〈E1 . . . ,En〉) takes a list of the word equations E1, . . . ,En and a linear logical
program P being a list of the variable substitutions that have to be successively applied to the equations.
The syntax of such programs is given5 in Figure 4. If the substitutions given in P transform all the
equations in the list to the tautologies, then WI(P,〈E1 . . . ,En〉) returns the value T. If a substitution is
invalid (cannot be applied soundly) w.r.t. the current equations list or the list of substitutions is empty
whereas the equations are not tautologies then WI(P,〈E1 . . . ,En〉) results in the value F. Whatever the
input list of equations is, the interpreter does at most m steps, where m is the number of substitutions in
P, and always returns either the value T or the value F.

4The idea behind the algorithm originated by Matiyasevich is aimed at deciding the solvability of an equation, rather than
at constructing the whole set of the solutions.

5In the paper, we use some syntactic sugar to simplify the programs encoding (e.g. we replace the string ’EMPTY’ with ε ,
the string ’TO’ with 7→, and use the semicolon instead of parentheses to separate the substitutions in the program).
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Figure 5: Schemes for solving the word equations.

We use the notion of a parameter value (or a dynamic variable) for a datum which is already given,
but it is unknown to us; while a variable value is undefined and is to be assigned. Thus, the variables are
matched against data, while the parameters are to be narrowed. The parameters are used in this paper
in order to represent possible paths in the solution tree. Thus, if the program P in WI(P,〈E1 . . . ,En〉) is
replaced by a parameter, then the unfolding of this call has to construct all the possible programs that
can be applied to the list of the equations. We denote the parameters with the letters v (maybe sub-
scripted). We say an expression is ground if it does not contain function calls, but may contain parameter
occurrences. The set of the parameters is denoted with Par, and the set of the ground expressions with
Grd.

Generally we distinguish the configurations in a process tree of WI(v,Eqs) (where v is a parameter)
from the configurations in a solution tree of Eqs generated by a non-deterministic application of the rules
given in Figure 3. However, the structure of the interpreters given below allows us to refer to the solution
tree of an equation instead of a more complex process tree of the program specialized by the equation
(see Lemma 1).

The general structure of the three interpreters studied in this paper is given in Figure 5. The transfor-
mations shown in this figure are also used for constructing the corresponding solution graphs. According
to Figure 5 we say that the interpreter WIBase models paths in a solution tree constructed by means of
the algorithm AlgWEBase; and so on. See Figure 6 for examples of the corresponding solution graphs.

3.1 Basic Interpreter WIBase

The basic interpreter WI(P,E) manipulates with a single equation E and accepts as the first input a list
of the variable substitutions presented in Figure 3 (a). When a substitution σ is applied, the interpreter
WIBase immediately reduces Eσ . In fact, this basic interpreter models the classic algorithm for solving
the word equations suggested by Matiyasevich and used in the works [18, 20].

3.2 Splitting Interpreter WISplit

The interpreter WISplit(P,〈E1, . . . ,En〉) manipulates with the lists of equations rather than with a single
equation. Thus, the variable substitutions and reductions are applied to every equation in the list. If
a reduction results in an equation t1 Φi = t2 Ψi, where t1 ∈A , t2 ∈A , t1 6= t2, the equation is immediately
replaced with the trivial contradictory equation t1 = t2, and all the other equations in the list are removed.
We assume that the operation looking for trivial contradictions is also a part of the reduction algorithm.

A natural way to simplify an equation manually is an attempt to split it using the length argument [7].
E.g. given equation xAxBx=BxxxA we can split it into the list of E1 : xA=Bx and E2 : xBx= xxA,
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where E2 is reduced to E1.
Let us describe the mentioned method more formally. Given Φ and Ψ in {A ∪V }+, s.t. |Φ| = |Ψ|

and for every x ∈ V the equality |Φ|x = |Ψ|x holds, we say that the words Φ and Ψ are variable-
permutated (briefly, var-permutated). The following proposition is trivial.

Proposition 1. Let an equation be of the form Pr1 S1 = Pr2 S2 where the prefixes Pr1 and Pr2 are non-
empty and var-permutated. Then the equation is equivalent to the system Pr1 = Pr2 & S1 = S2.

The same proposition holds for var-permutated suffixes. If it is applied to the prefixes of an equation
we say that the equation is left-split; if Proposition 1 is applied to the suffixes we say the equation is
right-split.

The interpreter WISplit uses Proposition 1 as follows. Given a call WISplit(〈σ1, . . .〉,〈E1 . . . ,En〉),
the interpreter first reduces all the equations in the list 〈E1σ1, . . . ,Enσ1〉. For every resulting equation
E ′i , WISplit tries then to find the shortest non-empty var-permutated prefixes Pr1,i,1 and Pr2,i,1 of its
left- and right-hand sides. In the case of success, WIBase splits the equation E ′i into the two equations
Pr1,i,1 = Pr2,i,1 and S1,i,1 = S2,i,1, reduces the equation S1,i,1 = S2,i,1, and tries to left-split it, etc. until
S1,i, j and S2,i, j have no non-empty var-permutated prefixes. The generated equations resulting in k suc-
cessful left-split operations are placed instead of the initial equation E ′i in the list. The order of the new
equations is as follows: S1,i,k = S2,i,k,Pr1,i,1 = Pr2,i,1, . . . ,Pr1,i,k = Pr2,i,k. The interpreter WISplit does not
reduce the resulting equations Pr1,i,k = Pr2,i,k, because their construction guarantees that they are already
reduced.

3.3 Counting Interpreter WICount

The third variant of our interpreter is based on the following simple observation.

Proposition 2. Given an equation Φ = Ψ, let for every x ∈ V |Φ|x ≥ |Ψ|x, and ∑
ti∈A
|Φ|ti > ∑

ti∈A
|Ψ|ti .

Then the equation Φ = Ψ has no solution.

After reducing the equations, the interpreter WICount tries to construct their left-splits (as WISplit
does), and then to construct the right-splits of their suffixes resulted from the left-splits. Finally, WICount
checks the resulting equations with non-var-permutated sides according to Proposition 2.

Figure 6 demonstrates the difference between the algorithms used in the presented interpreters.
The dotted edges in the graph for the algorithm AlgWEBase show the equality of the configurations;
but the configurations are not folded there, because they are not along the same path. The edges given
in the two parallel lines show splits. The graph for AlgWEBase is infinite, whereas the other two graphs
show that the equation has no solution.

4 Verification Task

Below we use the underlining sign to show encoded structures of the data and program to be specialized.
Given a program transformation tool Spec, a list of the word equations Eqs and an encoded sources WI
of an interpreter WI, the specialization task is as follows.

M(WI,Eqs) = Spec(WI,Go(v,Eqs)),

where Go is the name of the entry function of WI. Here v ranges over the set of the encoded programs
that can be interpreted by WI, namely all the possible encoded sequences of the narrowing rules shown
in Figure 3 (a).
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Figure 6: Solution graphs for xxAyBz= Axxzy.

The result of this specialization is a program with the input value to be assigned to v. We say that
the specialization succeeds if the resulting process tree generated by Spec contains a leaf labelled by
the configuration T iff the equation system Eqs has a solution. In that case the specialization tool Spec
verifies the existence of a sequence of substitutions that generates a solution of the system Eqs given
to the interpreter WI. Every solution of the equation corresponds to a non-empty (possibly infinite) set
of paths rooted in the initial configuration of its solution tree and ending at a leaf labelled by T. Thus,
the verification task is successfully solved if the solution graph is finite. The finiteness is guaranteed with
the following property of the solution tree: there are at least two equal configurations along every infinite
path in the tree.

5 Unfold/Fold Program Transformation Method

The specialization tool Spec used in the verification scheme is based on the elementary unfold/fold
technique widely used, e.g. in deforestation, supercompilation, partial evaluation, partial deduction, and
so on [5, 16, 32, 35]. The technique exploits the sub-algorithms presented informally in this Section and
more formally in the paper [22]. The unfold/fold algorithm assumes that every node N in the process
tree of the program is labelled with a configuration, which represents the call-stack.

Definition 1. Given a program rule R : F(P1, . . . ,Pn) = T and an expression C = F(Expr1, . . . ,Exprn),
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where Expri are ground6, we say that the substitution ξ : Par 7→ Grd is a narrowing generated by the rule
R iff ∃σ : Var(〈P1, . . . ,Pn〉) 7→ Grd s.t. ∀i(Piσ = Expriξ ). We say that the set of the narrowings {ξi} is
exhaustive w.r.t. R if for every substitution τ : Par 7→ Σ∗ s.t. the expression Cτ matches against the left-
hand side of the rule R (i.e. ∃σ ′ : Var(〈P1, . . . ,Pn〉) 7→ Σ∗ s.t. ∀i(Expriτ = Piσ

′)), there exists a narrowing
ξi s.t. τ is an instance of ξi.

Now we are ready to describe the unfold/fold algorithm. Every node in the process tree is marked
either as open (by default), or as closed with some node N′. The three steps listed below are applied to
the process tree until all the nodes in the tree are closed.

• Unfolding step. Given an open node N labelled by a parameterized configuration C, consider
the call F(Expr1, . . . ,Exprn) at the call-stack top. For every rule Ri : F(Pi,1, . . . ,Pi,n) = Ti in the
definition of F (where Pi,j are patterns), construct a set of pairs 〈σi,k,ξi,k〉 s.t. ∀ j (Pi,jσi,j =Exprjξi,j),
and the set {ξi,k} of the narrowings is exhaustive w.r.t. Ri. For every such narrowing ξi,k generate
a child node Ni,k labelled by the configuration Ci,k, where Ci,k is Cξi,k in which the stack top call
F(Expr1, . . . ,Exprn)σi,k is replaced7 by Tiσi,k. Mark all the newly generated nodes as open.

• Folding step. Given a node N labelled by a configuration C, if some its ancestor node N′ is labelled
by C (up to a parameter renaming), mark N as closed with N′, and stop unfolding paths originating
from N.

• Close. Mark an open node N as closed with N if either N is labelled with a ground expression, or
all the successors of N are closed.

To guarantee that the matching algorithm in the unfolding step can always produce a finite set of the nar-
rowings (and there are no multiple parameter occurrences in a configuration, which would require a more
complex matching algorithm), we use the following syntactic property of the interpreters considered.

Property 1. Given the interpreters WIBase, WISplit, and WICount, any program rule defining the func-
tion Main in the interpreters can be only as follows:

• Main(P,T1) = T2, where T2 is an object expression;

• Main(P,T1) = Main(xrul,T2), where (Var(T2)\Var(T1))∩Var(P) =∅, and the only expression-
type pattern variable belonging to Var(P) (namely xrul) does not occur in T2.

We recall that the verification task is Spec(WI,Go(v,Eqs)), and the rules of the function Go for all
the three interpreters are Go(x,x′) = Main(x,Sim(Other arguments)), where the other arguments have
no occurrences of x. This fact together with Property 1 imply the following feature.

Property 2. Let us consider the process tree of M(WI,Eqs), where WI ∈ {WIBase,WISplit,WICount}.

• Given an arbitrary configuration C labelling a node in the process tree, the only parameterized call
in the call-stack C (if any) is of the form Main(vi,Other arguments), where no parameter occurs8

in the other arguments.

• The patterns to be matched against the parameterized data never have more than one occurrence
of an expression-type pattern variable.

6This property is guaranteed by the call-by-value semantics.
7In the case of the verification task considered, the narrowings ξi,k are not substituted in the other calls in the stack because

Corollary 2 holds, so we can simply state that Ci,k is the configuration C with the stack top call replaced by Tiσi,k.
8A program rule Main(P,T1) = T2 can have letter-type pattern variables shared by P and T1 that occur in T2, but the value

matched against T1 is always an object expression, hence these variables are substituted by letters in any pattern matching.
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Property 2 guarantees that the narrowings imposed on the parameters in a configuration that are con-
structed by the unfolding step are always applied only to the function call Main at the call-stack top.
Moreover, Property 2 together with Property 1 show that in the case of the verification task consid-
ered we can construct the exhaustive narrowing set consisting exactly of one narrowing. Depending on
the form of the rule defining the function Main, the narrowing would be either vi 7→ ε of vi 7→ P′++v′i,
where P′ is an object expression. Provided this feature9, the matching process is always finite [27].

We call a node transient [41], if the unfolding step generates no narrowing on the parameters in its
configuration (in particular, if all the Expri in F(Expr1, . . . ,Exprn) are object expressions). A transient
node has a unique child in the process tree.

6 Results of Specialization

This section presents several sets of word equation systems, which have been solved by the specialization
task M(WI,Eqs), where WI is either WIBase, WISplit, or WICount.

Given an equation list Eqs and a word equations interpreter WI, the result of the specialization
M(WI,Eqs) is a process tree modelling the solution tree of Eqs. If the process tree is infinite, then
the specialization process does not terminate, unless on every infinite path in the process tree two equal
configurations exist. Thus, the specialization succeeds iff the relation of the textual equality is a well-
quasi order on the configuration sequence along every infinite path in the process tree.

6.1 Optimality of Specialization

In general, a process tree may require to construct a folding arc connecting transient configurations.
That makes the reasoning on the process trees in the terms of the solution graphs difficult. All the arcs
in a solution graph are marked with narrowings, but the process tree after such a folding will con-
tain some additional arcs, which do not impose a narrowing. The structure of the interpreters WIBase,
WISplit, WICount guarantees that all the non-transient nodes are labelled by configurations having a call
of the function Main at the call-stack top (see Corollary 2). Thus, we introduce a notion of the optimal
specialization for the verification task given in Sec. 4.

Definition 2. A result of the specialization M(WI,Eqs) is said to be optimal iff all the arcs folding com-
putation paths in the process tree connect the nodes labelled by Main(vi,Eqsi), where Eqsi is an object
expression.

If the optimality is guaranteed, then all the intermediate steps of the interpretation, including splitting,
reducing, etc. correspond to the nodes having exactly one ingoing arc in the folded process graph.
We can therefore reason on the process trees using the solution graphs of the equations. Moreover,
the optimality guarantees that the residual programs generated by a specialization tool contain no part of
the interpreters’ source code. Thus, such an optimality can be considered as an analogue of the Jones-
optimality [3, 16] for the given verification task. If we consider the input sequence of narrowings given to
an interpreter WI as a linear program, we can also use the following reasoning [21]. Unlike the classical
Futamura first projection [12], which corresponds to the specialization task Spec(WI,Go(〈σi〉,v)), where

9Another feature important for the unfolding step is that for all function rules except the last one and for all i, j Si is never
a prefix of S j, hence the narrowings imposed on the parameter vi by the corresponding matchings are always disjoint (provided
the equations in the list given to the function Main are reduced). The exception is the last rule of Main, which accepts an
arbitrary input, serving as the default or otherwise branch. The right-hand side of the last rule is an object expression,
hence there is no need to transfer any negative data on the parameter to the successor configurations.
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the input data (the equation list) is replaced with a parameter, while the program given to the interpreter
is fixed, we parameterize the program. We say that the result is Jones-optimal if the residual program
contains no part of the interpreter WI.

Lemma 1. For every word equation Φ = Ψ, the result of the specialization task M(WI,Φ = Ψ), where
WI is either WIBase, WISplit, or WICount, is optimal.

The proof is given in Appendix (Proof 8.1).
When the optimality holds, we say the verification by specialization of the interpreter WI w.r.t. a given

equation set succeeds iff for every equation E in this set the solution graph constructed by the correspond-
ing equation solving algorithm is finite.

6.2 Specialization of Interpreter WIBase

Definition 3. A word equation Φ = Ψ is said to be quadratic iff for all x ∈ V , |Φ|x+ |Ψ|x ≤ 2.

The optimality lemma implies the following proposition: every solution graph for a quadratic equation
constructed by the algorithm AlgWEBase is finite. This fact is well-known due to the work of Matiyase-
vich [17, 18, 20, 25]. Thus, specialization of WIBase w.r.t. quadratic equations provides a basic test on
the optimality of the program model.

Proposition 3. For every quadratic word equation Φ = Ψ, the specialization task M(WI,Φ = Ψ) suc-
ceeds.

6.3 Specialization of Interpreter WISplit

The interpreter WISplit was introduced as an optimized version of WIBase, but the experiments have
shown that the specialization of WISplit succeeds in significantly more cases. One possibly interesting
class of the word equations solvable with the help of WISplit is the equations of a special kind with
the solutions belonging to a regular language.

Definition 4. Let ξ (Φ) be a transformation mapping any A ∈A explicitly occurring in Φ to ε . We say
an equation Φ = Ψ is strictly regular-ordered with repetitions iff ξ (Φ) is textually equal to ξ (Ψ).

Thus, if the equation Φ = Ψ is strictly regular-ordered with repetitions, then ∀x ∈ V (|Φ|x = |Ψ|x) and
the variable occurrences are ordered in Φ and Ψ in the same way. The set of strictly regular-ordered
equations with repetitions generalizes the set of regular ordered equations in which every variable occurs
twice [9].

Example 2. The solution sets of the three equations Ax= xA, AAx= xAA, Axx= xxA are all equal,
namely the sets are A∗. The first two equations are quadratic; the third is strictly regular-ordered with
repetitions, but is not quadratic. Its solution graph constructed with the unfolding procedure AlgWEBase
is infinite.

The following proposition is a corollary of the optimality lemma and Lemma 2 given in Appendix.

Proposition 4. For a strictly regular-ordered equation with repetitions Φ = Ψ, the verification task
M(WISplit,〈Φ = Ψ〉) succeeds.
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6.4 Specialization of Interpreter WICount

The interpreter WICount uses additional simplifying operations as compared to the interpreter WISplit.
The specialization of this interpreter succeeds additionally in solving one-variable equations. The opti-
mality lemma and Lemma 3 given in Appendix imply the following proposition (which fails for WISplit).

Proposition 5. For a one-variable word equation Φ = Ψ, the verification task M(WICount,〈Φ = Ψ〉)
succeeds.

In order to test the verification technique presented in this paper experimentally, we have generated
a benchmark consisting of 50 equation systems: the tests 1–10 are the regular-ordered equations with
repetitions; the tests 11–20 are similar to the regular-ordered equations with repetitions, but may contain
additional variable occurrences or have some variable occurrences permutated; the tests 21–30 contain
equations of the form xΦ=Ψx, where Φ=Ψ is the regular-ordered equation with repetitions and neither
Φ nor Ψ contain x; the tests 31–40 present systems of the regular-ordered equations with repetitions
mixed with equations of the form ΦΨ = ΨΦ; the tests 41–50 are equations of no special form sharing
several variables in right- and left-hand sides. The archive containing the equations is given on the web-
page [29].

The supercompiler SCP4 [26] was mainly used as M in the tests of the scheme M(WICount,Eqs).
The experimental supercompiler MSCP-A [30] was also used and showed the same solvability results on
the tests above, but it spends much more time for producing the results as compared with SCP4. The com-
parative verification results between the approach presented in this paper and the external SMT-solvers
CVC4, Z3str3 are presented in Figure 7, the last row. The results show that the scheme M(WICount,Eqs)
is quite stable modulo small changes in the equations which are guaranteed to be solved by it.

Finally, we have tested the scheme M(WICount,Eqs) on the equation set provided by the paper [8] as
a benchmark for the string constraint solver Woorpje, namely Track 1 consisting of 200 equations guar-
anteed to have a solution; and Track 5 consisting of 200 equation systems. We have removed the length
constraints from the Track 5 benchmark before the specialization starts. The results are quite success-
ful, provided that we use the general-purpose specialization tool for the verification. First of all, the
residual programs constructed by M(WICount,Eqs) never contain functions returning T if the system
Eqs has been found unsatisfiable by the other solvers. Moreover, is the system Eqs has solutions, then
M(WICount,Eqs) always generates programs containing functions with the output T, if terminates. That
is a practical evidence that the optimality lemma holds. Second, the equations are successfully solved
in 179 out of 200 cases. This result is comparable with the verification results done by Z3str3 [23];
for 17 equations the specialization process does not terminate. In the remaining cases, the specialization
process is theoretically terminating but takes too much time. The equations for which the specialization
is the most time-consuming all are linear, i.e. every variable occurs in at most once per such an equa-
tion. The reader can find the residual programs encoding paths in the solution graphs for the equations
generated in the experiments on the web-page [29].

Benchmark Tests (total)
Unsuccessful tests

!!!!
CVC4 !!!!

Z3str3 !!!!
WICount

Track 1 (Woorpje)!!!!
200 8 13 21

Track 5 (Woorpje)!!!!
200 4 14 19

New benchmark!!!!
50 21 28 10

Figure 7: The verification results obtained by CVC4 [19], Z3str3 [23], M(WICount,Eqs).
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7 Discussion

The discussed specialization tasks above have been solved by using the following two program special-
izers designed for the string manipulating functional language Refal [40], namely the model supercom-
piler MSCP-A [28] and the experimental supercompiler SCP4 [26]. Some results of the experiments can
be found on the web-page [30]. Albeit we used the supercompilers, the results do not depend on specific
features of the supercompilation method [39] and can be reproduced with other specializers based on
partial evaluation, partial deduction, and so on [16, 32].

Ou approach is able to solve regular-ordered equations with repetitions, which showed to be hard
for the existing solvers, especially in the case when the equation does not have a solution. For example,
neither Z3str3 nor CVC4 terminate on the equation ABxxyy = xxyyBA, which is solved by the
WISplit specialization.

The domain of the described verification method is not exhausted by the sets of the equations
considered above. One more interesting class of the equations with the variables shared by left- and
right-hand sides (and non-regular solution sets) consists of the equations of the form Φy = yΨ, where
Φ= xΦ1x . . .xΦn, Ψ=Ψ1x . . .xΨnx, where Φi,Ψi ∈A ∗ and ∃k ∈N∀i, j |Φi|= k & |Ψi|= k. Examin-
ing their solution graphs, we can prove that the specialization task M(WICount,Eqs) successfully solves
such equations. The experiments with the randomly chosen equations mentioned above promise to find
other interesting classes of the word equations that can be solved by automated specialization tools.

7.1 Related Works

A number of quite efficient string constraint solving tools were designed, which are looking for the word
equation solutions bounded by a given length, e.g. [4, 8]10. A reasoning on the unbounded case can
provide efficient methods of solution search if the equations considered satisfy some special properties.
For example, a number of efficient solving algorithms have been designed for the set of straight-line
word equations, e.g. [1, 6], whereas our specialization w.r.t. such equations is too time-consuming.

Several recent works exploit the unfold/fold technique with Nielsen’s transformation for solving
quadratic word equations, in the way originated by Matiyasevich in 1968 [25]. In the paper [20], non-
deterministic counter systems for searching solutions of the unbounded-length word equations with reg-
ular constraints via Nielsen’s transformation are introduced, and the completeness of the given algorithm
has been shown for the set of the regular ordered equations. Maybe the regular ordered equations with
repetitions, being split in the way shown in AlgWESplit algorithm (Sec. 3), can be solved by this method
as well. In the paper [18], Nielsen’s transformation is used for solving unbounded-length quadratic word
equations. As it the original Matiyasevich work, the termination of the suggested algorithm does not
terminate if the input equation contains more than two occurrences of some variable. Advanced SMT-
solvers such as CVC4 [19], Z3str3 [23], or S3P given in [38] demonstrate a very good efficiency in many
practical cases, however the paper [18] shows that their algorithms are not complete even w.r.t. the set
of the quadratic equations, e.g. the equation xvy = ywx, whose solution set is quite complex; see
Hmelevskij’s work [14] for the first proof of this fact. The tests of our benchmark have shown that
the recent version of CVC4 solves equations of the given form, but fails to solve more complex quadratic
equations, e.g. x1x2x3 ABABAB = AAABBBx2x3x1. Based on the results of the verification we may
conclude that the most troublesome cases for the SMT-solvers are the ones when the equation system has

10In fact, if the upper bound is assigned dynamically, such a tool can decide solvability of every word equation, because a
minimal solution length is at most doubly exponential in the equation length [15].
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no solution and that fact cannot be shown by reasoning on solution lengths. In that cases, the verification
scheme M(WICount,Eqs) has the best success rate as compared to CVC4 and Z3str3.

8 Conclusion

We have shown that general-purpose specializers can be useful for solving some classes of the word equa-
tions. Instead of modifying the specialization tools, we modify the word equation interpreters specialized
according with the verification scheme. This technique uses a modification of the classical first Futamura
projection [12] and simplifies the work of interest. Starting from the simplest interpreter WIBase, ev-
ery new refinement extends significantly the set of the equations solvable via the specialization method.
The specialization-time overheads are high as compared with the direct work of the existing string con-
straint solvers, but the specialization method presented in this paper aims at supporting development of
the solver prototypes with a minimal effort. Experiments with the prototypes provide a fruitful research
material on the sets of the word equations over which the verification algorithm terminates. Moreover,
we have shown that theoretical methods for solving the word equations can be useful in the automatic
approach, hence these methods can solve the task of proving unsatisfiability of a word equation system,
which, as our experiments show, is hard for some well-known state-of-art SMT-solvers.

Another interesting aspect of the presented verification experiments is the optimality. The non-
deterministic algorithms for solving the word equations are well-designed in order to be used in the in-
termediate interpretation. This paper considers the optimality property in the case of the basic folding,
however our experiments show that the constructed interpreters provide possibility for the optimal veri-
fication, if one uses a more complex path termination criterion based on the homeomorphic embedding
relation [36]. Thereby advanced specialization tools can also be used for solving the word equations, and
the additional strategies developed for program transformation may support more efficient algorithms as
compared with the basic unfold/fold method.
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Appendix

8.1 Proofs and Auxiliary Propositions
Proposition 6. Let E be a reduced word equation Φ=Ψ with the var-permutated sides (and with no non-empty var-permutated
suffixes and prefixes); σ be an arbitrary substitution given in Figure 3. Let E ′ : Φσ = Ψσ be of the reduced form. Then the
two following properties hold.

1. If E ′ is split into Pr1 S1 = Pr2 S2 where Pr1 and Pr2 are non-empty and var-permutated, then either σ is x 7→ ε or the
equations Pr1 = Pr2 and S1 = S2 cannot be reduced.

2. If the length of E ′ is lesser than the length of E, then σ is x 7→ ε .

Proof. 1. Let a substitution σ be σ : x 7→ t x, where t ∈A ∪V , and let Φ = Φ1x . . .Φn−1xΦn and Ψ = Ψ1x . . .Ψn−1xΨn,
where ∀i, j (|Φi|x = 0 & |Ψ j|x = 0). The substitution σ results in equation Φ1t x . . .Φn−1 t xΦn = Ψ1t x . . .Ψn−1 t xΨn.
We consider the left-split operation finding non-empty var-permutated prefixes with the minimal length. The case of the
right-split operation uses the analogous reasoning. If the var-permutated prefixes found by the operation are of the form
Φ1 t x . . . t xΦ′i and Ψ1 t x . . . t xΨ′i, where Φ′i and Ψ′i are prefixes of Φi and Ψi respectively, then the words Φ1 x . . . xΦ′i
and Ψ1 x . . . xΨ′i are also var-permutated and the equation should be split until the substitution σ is applied. Thereby
the var-permutated prefixes Pr1 and Pr2 can be only of the forms Φ1 t x . . . t xΦ′i (where Φ′i is a prefix of Φi) and
Ψ1 t x . . . t xΨi t. Thus, S1 starts with a term other than x, while S2 starts with x. Moreover, if the last term of Φ′i can be
reduced with t, then the word Φ1 x . . . xΦ′i and Ψ1 x . . . xΨi are var-permutated11.

2. Let σ be x 7→ t x, where x occurs in Φ. The first case proven above allows us not to consider reduction operations after
splitting the equation. Consider the possible reductions of the equation E ′ : Φσ = Ψσ before it is split. A reduction
may occur only if Φ starts with x, and Ψ starts with t (or vice versa). Let k = |Φ|+ |Ψ|, then |Φσ |+ |Ψσ | ≥ k+2, and
the considered reduction decreases the length of E ′ by 2. Thus, after an application of such a substitution σ the overall
length of the equation cannot decrease.

The following proposition does not hold when the algorithm of interest is AlgWESplit ot AlgWECount.

Proposition 7. Given a substitution σ : x 7→ t x, where t ∈ V ∪A (t 6= x), σ is an injection on the set of reduced equations
when they are simplified by the algorithm AlgWEBase unless the equations are trivial contradictions.

Proof. Given a reduced equation Φ = Ψ s.t. Φ and Ψ start with different terms, let us assume that there exists E ′ s.t. E = E ′σ .
Let E ′ be Φ′ = Ψ′. If E ′ is of the reduced form then at most one elementary reduction can be done in E ′σ , namely the we can
reduce the first terms in the left- and right-hand sides of the equation. Moreover, the reduction occurs iff Φ′ starts with x and
Ψ′ with t (or vice versa). If none of Φ and Ψ starts with x, then no reduction is possible in E ′σ and E ′ can be computed as a
result of the formal inverse substitution σ−1 : t x 7→ x, namely Φ′ = Φσ−1, Ψ′ = Ψσ−1. Let Φ = xΦ1. Then Φ′ is x(Φ1σ−1),
Ψ′ is t (Ψσ−1).

Informally, Proposition 7 states that given an equation E and a substitution σ of a special kind s.t. the node N in a tree
generated by algorithm AlgWEBase is labelled by E and has the ingoing arc labelled with σ , then the configuration of the parent
of N can be restored. But this proposition does not require σ be generated according to the rules given in Figure 3: both Φ and
Ψ may start with terms differing from x.

In the following proof the notion of a configuration is used w.r.t. the program process trees, i.e. a configuration is a state of
the call-stack which labels a node in the process tree.

Lemma 1 — Optimality Lemma. Let [N1;N2] denote a path segment starting at N1 and ending at N2 .
First, consider the interpreter WIBase. (see subsection 8.2 for its source code). The node configurations in the process tree

of WIBase are as follows:

1. Main(v,E);

2. Main(v,Sim(σ ,Other arguments)), where σ is a constant data representing the substitution which was applied last12 to
the equation list, and the other arguments may contain a call of the function Subst.

11This reasoning still holds if i = 1. In the case of Ψ1 = ε or Φ1 = ε , one reduction is to be done until the splitting, but the
overall reasoning is the same.

12This substitution is stored as an argument of the function Sim as an additional annotation of the calls.
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The function Main consequently applies substitutions given in its first argument to the equation list given in the second argu-
ment; the function Sim simplifies, i.e. reduces the equations. We call the configurations of the first form above basic. If only
the basic configurations are folded, the specialization is already optimal. Let the fold operation occur on the nodes N1 and N2
labelled with the (equal up to the parameter renaming) configurations of the form Main(vi,Sim(σ ,Args)). Let us consider their
closest ancestors N′1 and N′2, such that their configurations are Main(v,E) and Main(v′,E ′) 13, and their closest successors such
that they are labelled by the configurations Main(v′i,E0). No narrowings generating a substitution x 7→ ε can occur along the
segment [N1;N2], otherwise their configurations cannot be folded. Thus σ is x 7→ t x. The substitution σ is the same in the
configurations labelling N1 and N2, and they generate the same equation E0 after this substitution, hence by Proposition 7 E
and E ′ coincide.

Let us consider now specialization of interpreters WISplit and WICount. In these cases the possible configurations are
exhausted with the following ones:

1. Main(v,(n)++{Ei}+), where n coincides with the number of equations in the list unless the list consists of a single
unsatisfiable equation;

2. Main(v,Sim(n,σ ,Other arguments)), where n is the number of equations in the list at the last basic configuration, and
σ is the last substitution that was applied to the equations; the other arguments may contain function calls;

3. Main(v,Sort(n,σ ,Other arguments)).

The argumentation for the case 3 does not differ from the one for the case 2, thus we assume the folding works only with
the nodes N1 and N2 with the configurations Main(vi,Sim(n,σ ,Args)). Once again we consider their closest ancestors N′1
and N′2, such that they are labelled with the basic configurations Main(v,(n)++{Ei}+) and Main(v′,(n)++{E ′i}+), as that was
done for WIBase case. Function Sim takes its natural argument from the last Main call, hence it is the same in all the four
configurations. The substitution x 7→ ε cannot be applied along the path segment [N1;N2]. Let σ be x 7→ t x. By Proposition 6,
the number of equations in [N′1;N′2] cannot decrease. Thus, the number of equations is a constant (namely, n) along the path,
and no equation in a configuration in [N′1;N′2] can be split. That means every equation in a configuration along the path starting
at N′1 is transformed as it would be transformed by the algorithm AlgWEBase. Given first successors Nloop and N′loop of N1 and
N2 such that they are labelled with the basic configurations (in a looped graph, these successors coincide), they are labelled by
the equal lists of equations, thus by Proposition 7 the lists of equations E ′+i and E+

i also coincide (see Figure 8).

Proposition 8. Let Qi,Q′i ∈ A +. Given a list of equations Eqs = 〈Q1 x1 = x1 Q′1, . . . ,Qn xn = xn Q′n〉, where for some i, j,
xi = x j may hold, every configuration in the solution tree generated by AlgWESplit(Eqs) contains at most n equations. If a
configuration contains exactly n equations 〈Φ′1 = Ψ′1, . . . ,Φ

′
n = Ψ′n〉, then |Φ′i| ≤ |Qi|+1, |Ψ′i| ≤ |Q′i|+1.

Proof. Figure 3 shows that the possible substitutions applicable to the initial equation list 〈Q1 x1 = x1 Q′1, . . . ,Qn xn = xn Q′n〉
are either xi 7→ ε or xi 7→ Ai xi. The first one transforms equations including xi to either tautologies or contradictions. The
second one transforms an equation Qi xi = xi Q′i either to a contradiction or to an equation of the form Ri xi = xi Q′i, where Ri is
a cyclic permutation of the word Qi, |Ri|= |Qi|.

Corollary 1. If Qi,Q′i ∈A + then every infinite path of a solution graph generated by the algorithm AlgWESplit applied to the
list 〈Q1 x1 = x1 Q′1, . . . ,Qn xn = xn Q′n〉 contains two nodes with equal configurations.

Proposition 9. Let Φ = Ψ be a strictly regular-ordered equation with repetitions. Then the following statements hold.

1. Given the shortest non-empty var-permutated prefixes Φ1 and Ψ1 s.t. Φ = Φ1 Φ2, Ψ = Ψ1 Ψ2, the equations Φ1 = Ψ1
and Φ2 = Ψ2 are strictly regular-ordered with repetitions.

2. The solution tree generated by the algorithm AlgWESplit(Φ = Ψ) never includes an application of the rule x 7→ yx

given in Figure 6.

3. Every infinite path in the solution tree generated by AlgWESplit(Φ = Ψ) contains a finite number of the split operations.

Proof. 1. For every xi ∈ V , the property of being var-permutated gives |Φ1|xi = |Ψ1|xi , and hence |Φ2|xi = |Ψ2|xi . The
order of the variable occurrences in Φ = Ψ is preserved also in the prefixes and suffixes.

2. Consider the variable x leading in Φ (and Ψ). Then Φ = xΦ′, Ψ = Ψ0 xΨ′ (or vice versa), where Ψ0 ∈A +. Let Ψ0 be
AΨ′0 then a rule unfolding the equation xΦ′ = Ψ0 xΨ′ is either x 7→ ε or x 7→ Ax. Both of the substitutions preserve
the property of being strictly regular-ordered, as well as the splitting operation does.

13Such ancestors always exist, because the first call of Sim initialized by Go (and not preceded with a basic configuration) is
of the form Sim(ε, . . .), while all other calls of Sim have a non-empty first argument taken from a basic configuration.
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No splits
No xi 7→ ε

No contradictions



N′1

��Injection
x 7→ t x

�"

Main(v0,(xnum)++{Ei}+)oo

N1

��

Main(v1,Sim(xnum,x 7→ t x,
Other Arguments))

oo

Nloop

��
!aa . . .!aa

��
N′2

��Injection
x 7→ t x

�"

Main(vk−1,(xnum)++{E ′i}+)oo

N2

��

Main(vk,Sim(xnum,x 7→ t x,
Other Arguments))

oo

Nloop

− basic configuration

!! − non−basic configuration

Figure 8: Scheme of the Optimality Lemma proof.

3. The property (2) follows that given a list 〈Φ1 = Ψ1, . . . ,Φn = Ψn〉 of equations labelling a configuration of the solution

tree to Φ = Ψ, for every xi ∈ V ,
n

∑
j=1
|Φ j|xi + |Ψ j|xi ≤ |Φ|xi + |Ψ|xi . And every split operation generates two equations

containing at least two variables.

Lemma 2. Given a strictly regular-ordered equation with repetitions Φ = Ψ, every infinite path in its solution tree generated
by the algorithm AlgWESplit(Φ = Ψ) contains nodes with equal configurations.

Proof. Every infinite path in the tree generated by AlgWESplit(Φ = Ψ) has an infinite subpath satisfying the following two
conditions:

1. equations are never split along the subpath;

2. variables are never mapped to ε along the subpath.

Let the first node in such a subpath be N, and the configuration of N be a list 〈ΘxΦ1 = xΨ1, . . . ,Φn = Ψn〉, Θ ∈A +. There
may be the following three options.

1. For every j, if |Φ j|x > 0 then Φ j = xΦ′j, Ψ j = Θ j xΨ′j (or vice versa), Θ j ∈ A +, |Φ′j|x = |Ψ′j|x = 0. Given such
an equation, a substitution σ : x 7→ t x (t ∈A ) preserves its length. The number of the equations in the configurations
along the path, as well as their lengths, cannot grow, hence the set of the configurations along the path is finite.

2. Some equation E j : Φ j =Ψ j is of the form Φ0, j xΦ1, j xΦ2, j = xΨ1, j xΨ2, j, where Φ0, j ∈A +, |Φ1, j|x= 0, |Ψ1, j|x= 0.

Equation E j is strictly regular-ordered, hence ∀k (|Φ1, j|xk = |Ψ1, j|xk ). Let m =
∣∣∣|Φ0, j|+ |Φ1, j| − |Ψ1, j|

∣∣∣; m 6= 0,
otherwise E j would be split. Consider the path segment starting at N and having the length m. The arcs in this
segment are labelled by the substitutions x 7→ c1 x, . . . ,x 7→ cm x. Let Θ′ = c1 . . .cm. The ending node of the m-
length path is labelled by the following configuration: 〈. . . ,Φ′0, j xΦ1, j Θ′ xΦ′2, j = xΨ1, j Θ′ xΨ′2, j, . . .〉, |Φ′0, j|= |Φ0, j|.
If |Φ0, j|+ |Φ1, j| − |Ψ1, j| > 0, then the prefixes Φ′0, j xΦ1, j and xΨ1, j Θ are var-permutated, otherwise the prefixes
Φ′0, j xΦ1, j Θ and xΨ1, j are var-permutated. In any case, at most in the m-th configuration (and maybe earlier, if Φ1, j
or Ψ1, j do not end with a variable) a split takes place.
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Φ′0 y Φ′1 x Φ2

Ψ′0 y Ψ′1 x Ψ2

Φ′0 y Φ′1 Θ x Φ′2

Ψ′0 y Ψ′1 Θ x Ψ′2

— in A ∗;

— in {A ∪V }+, may contain x.
— in {A ∪V }+, does not contain x;

Figure 9: Splitting a strictly regular-ordered equation with repetitions resulted by substitution xσ = Θx,
where |Θ|= |Ψ′0|− |Φ′0|− |Φ′1|.

3. Some equation E j : Φ j = Ψ j is of the form Φ1, j xΦ2, j = Ψ1, j xΨ2, j , |Φ1, j|x = 0, |Ψ1, j|x = 0, Φ1, j,Ψ1, j /∈ A +. Let

m =
∣∣∣|Φ1, j|− |Ψ1, j|

∣∣∣. The same arguments show that given such an E j a split would occur along the path at most after
m substitutions. If Ψ1, j or Φ1, j do not end with a variable, then the split can be applied earlier. That case is given in
Figure 9, where Φ1, j = Φ′0 yΦ′1, Ψ1, j = Ψ′0 yΨ′1, Φ′1,Ψ

′
1 ∈A +.

Thus, either equal configurations exist along the given subpath or a split is constructed. That contradicts the choice of the
subpath.

The next two propositions use the following notations. The letters T and T ′ stand for words in A ∪{x}; ti, ui are letters in
A .

Proposition 10. Given an equation t1 . . . tn xT = xu1 . . .um xT ′ s.t. n > 0, m ≥ 0, every infinite path of its solution graph
contains a split.

Proof. If m≥ n, the initial equation generates a split. Let n = m+ k, k > 0, xσn = t1 . . . tn x. The k-th unfolding step observes
that the equation is either already split or is of the following form:

tk+1 . . . tn t1 . . . tk xT σk = xu1 . . .um t1 . . . tk xT ′σk.

The equation has var-permutated prefixes.

Lemma 3. Given an equation Φ = Ψ, Φ,Ψ∈ {A ∪{x}}∗, |ΦΨ|x > 2, every infinite path of its solution graph contains a split.

Proof. Only the following three cases may appear.

1. t1 . . . tn xT = xu1 . . .um xT ′, where ti ∈A , u j ∈A , n > 0. This case is considered in Proposition 10.

2. xu1 . . .um = t1 . . . tn xΦx, where ti ∈A , ui ∈A . Thus, the left-hand side of the equation contains the only occurrence
of x.

3. x= t1 . . . tn xΦxu1 . . .uk, k ≥ 1. The equation is contradictory according to Proposition 2.

Only the case (2) is of our interest. We assume m > n, otherwise the equation is split. Let m = n ∗ i+ j, xσ = t1 . . . tnx,
xσ j = t1 . . . t j x, ξ = σ i σ j . On the m-th unfolding step either the equation is split already or is of the following form:
xu1 . . .um = t j+1 . . . tn t1 . . . t j xΦξ (t1 . . . tn)i t1 . . . t j x. This equation has the var-permutated suffixes and is split.

8.2 Source Code of Interpreters
The encoding of the input equation is as follows. Any constant letter from A is encoded with itself, as a single symbol.
A variable from V is encoded with the term (V t) (i.e. the pair enclosed in the parentheses constructor), where t ∈ Σ is a
symbol encoding the unique identifier of the equation variable. The parentheses are also used to form a structure of functions’
arguments, e.g. Main takes the two arguments, but the second one is a pair; the function Sim returns a pair.

For the sake of readability, we use the following syntactic sugar in the source code of the interpreters. Variables xnum and
xfreshnum of the natural number type with the operations +1 and−1 are used instead of the unary Peano number representation,
namely (In). An equation Φlhs = Φrhs is encoded as (Φlhs,Φrhs) instead of ((Φlhs)(Φrhs)).
For example, the encoding of the equation Axy= xyA in the source code of the interpreters is (A(VX)(VY),(VX)(VY)A).
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8.2.1 Interpreter WIBase

Go(xrul,xval) = Main(xrul,Sim(ε,xval));

Main(ε,(ε,ε)) = T;
Main(((Vsx) 7→ ε)++xrul,(xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS))

= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ ε),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xLHS),Subst(Vsx 7→ ε,ε,xRHS)));
Main(((Vsx) 7→ ε)++xrul,((Vsx)xLHS,xRHS))

= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ ε),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xRHS)));
Main(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx))++xrul,((Vsx)xLHS,ssym xRHS))

= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx)),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),(Vx),xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),ε,xRHS)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx))++xrul,(ssym xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS))
= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx)),

Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),ε,xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),(Vsx),xRHS)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx))++xrul,((Vsy)xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS))
= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx)),

Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),ε,xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),(Vsx),xRHS)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx))++xrul,((Vsx)xLHS,(Vsy)xRHS))
= Main(xrul,Sim(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx)),

Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),(Vsx),xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),ε,xRHS)));

Main(xrul,(xLHS,xRHS)) = F;

Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,ε) = xres;
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,(Vsx)xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres xeqlist,xexpr);
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,ssym xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres ssym,xexpr);
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,(Vsy)xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres (Vsy),xexpr);

Sim(xsubst,(Vsx)xLHS,(Vsx)xLHS) = Sim(xsubst,xLHS,xLHS);
Sim(xsubst,ssym xLHS,ssym xLHS) = Sim(xsubst,xLHS,xLHS);
Sim(xsubst,ssym1 xLHS,ssym2 xLHS) = (ssym1,ssym2);
Sim(xsubst,xLHS (Vsx),xLHS (Vsx)) = Sim(xsubst,xLHS,xLHS);
Sim(xsubst,xLHS ssym,xLHS ssym) = Sim(xsubst,xLHS,xLHS);
Sim(xsubst,xLHS ssym1,xLHS ssym2) = (ssym1,ssym2);
Sim(xsubst,xLHS,xLHS) = (xLHS,xRHS);

8.2.2 Interpreter WISplit.

This interpreter has the following refinements as compared to WIBase.

• The functions Main and Sim take a list of equations rather than a single equation, as an input value
of their last arguments.

• The function Split and the auxiliary multiset-handling function are added. In order to guarantee
that all the equations resulted by a split are reduced, we introduce the Reduce function reducing a
given single equation. The new function Sort transforms a list of equations to a single unsatisfiable
equation if at least one contradiction is found in the list and otherwise it counts how many equations
are included in the list.

• The functions Main, Sim, and Sort use an additional argument xnum — a natural number which is
0 if the equations in the list are unchecked or contradictory and is the length of the list otherwise.
This argument is used as the annotation that prevents unwanted fold operations in a process tree.
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Go(xrul,xval) = Main(xrul,Sim(0,ε,ε,xval));

Main(ε,(xnum)++((ε,ε))) = T;
Main(xrul,(xnum)++((ε,ε)++xeqs)) = Main(xrul,(xnum−1)++xeqs);
Main(((Vsx) 7→ ε)++xrul,(xnum)++((xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS)++xeqs))

= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ ε),ε,(Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xRHS)))
++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ ε,xeqs)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ ε)++xrul,(xnum)++(((Vsx)xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs))
= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ ε),ε,(Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ε,ε,xRHS))

++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ ε,xeqs)));
Main(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx))++xrul,(xnum)++(((Vsx)xLHS,ssym xRHS)++xeqs))

= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx)),ε,
(Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),(Vsx),xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),ε,xRHS))
++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),xeqs)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx))++xrul,(xnum)++((ssym xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS)++xeqs))
= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx)),ε,

(Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),ε,xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),(Vsx),xRHS))
++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ ssym (Vsx),xeqs)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx))++xrul,(xnum)++(((Vsy)xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS)++xeqs))
= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx)),ε,

(Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),ε,xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),(Vsx),xRHS))
++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),xeqs)));

Main(((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx))++xrul,(xnum)++(((Vsx)xLHS,(Vsy)xRHS)++xeqs))
= Main(xrul,Sim(xnum,((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx)),ε,

(Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),(Vsx),xLHS),
Subst((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),ε,xRHS))
++SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ (Vsy)(Vsx),xeqs)));

Main(xrul,(xnum)++xeqs) = F;

Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,ε) = xres;
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,(Vsx)xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres xeqlist,xexpr);
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,ssym xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres ssym,xexpr);
Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres,(Vsy)xexpr) = Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xres (Vsy),xexpr);

SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs)
= (Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,ε,xLHS),Subst((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,ε,xRHS))

++SubstAll(((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,xeqs);
SubstAll((Vsx) 7→ xeqlist,ε) = ε;

Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,((Vsx)xLHS,(Vsx)xRHS)++xeqs)
= Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs);

Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(ssym xLHS,ssym xRHS)++xeqs)
= Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs);

Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS (Vs),xRHS (Vs))++xeqs)
= Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs);

Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS ssym,xRHS ssym)++xeqs)
= Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs);

Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(ssym1 xLHS,ssym2 xRHS)++xeqs) = (0)++(ssym1,ssym2);
Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS ssym1,xRHS ssym2)++xeqs) = (0)++(ssym1,ssym2);
Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(ε,ε)++xeqs) = Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres (ε,ε)++xeqs);
Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres,(xLHS,xRHS)++xeqs)

= Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres++Split(ε,N,((CONST 0)),((CONST 0)),ε,ε,xLHS,xRHS,xeqs);
Sim(xnum,xsubst,xres) = Sort(xnum,0,xsubst,ε,xres);

Sort(xnum,xfreshnum,xsubst,xres,(ssym1,ssym2)++xeqs) = (0)++(ssym1,ssym2);
Sort(xnum,xfreshnum,xsubst,xres,(xeq)++xeqs)

= Sort(xnum,xfreshnum +1,xsubst,xres++(xeq),xeqs);
Sort(xnum,xfreshnum,xsubst,xres,ε) = (xfreshnum)++xres;
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Reduce((Vsx)++xLHS,(Vsx)++xRHS) = Reduce(xLHS,xRHS);
Reduce(s++xLHS,s++xRHS) = Reduce(xLHS,xRHS);
Reduce(xLHS++(Vsx),xRHS++(Vsx)) = Reduce(xLHS,xRHS);
Reduce(xLHS++s,xRHS++s) = Reduce(xLHS,xRHS);
Reduce(s1++xLHS,s2++xRHS) = (s1,s2);
Reduce(xLHS++s1,xRHS++s2) = (s1,s2);
Reduce(xLHS,xRHS) = (xLHS,xRHS);

Split(xres,N,(xms1),(xms2),xprefLHS,xprefRHS, t1 xLHS, t2 xRHS)
= Split(xres,

CountMS(Include(t1,ε,xms1),Include(t2,ε,xms2)),xprefLHS t1,xprefRHS t2,xLHS,xRHS);
Split(xres,F,(xms1),(xms2),xprefLHS,xprefRHS, t1 xLHS, t2 xRHS)

= Split(xres,
CountMS(Include(t1,ε,xms1),Include(t2,ε,xms2)),xprefLHS t1,xprefRHS t2,xLHS,xRHS);

Split(xres,T,(xms1),(xms2),xprefLHS,xprefRHS,xLHS,xRHS)
= Split(xres++(xprefLHS,xprefRHS),N,((CONST 0)),((CONST 0)),ε,ε,xLHS,xRHS);

Split(xres,ssym,(xms1),(xms2),ε,ε,ε,ε) = xres;
Split(xres,ssym,(xms1),(xms2),xprefLHS,xprefRHS,xLHS,xRHS)

= Reduce(xprefLHS xLHS,xprefRHS xRHS)++xres;

Include(ssym,xprev,(xms,(CONST xnum))) = (xprev,(CONST xnum+1));
Include((Vsx),xprev,(((Vsx) xnum),xms)) = (xprev,((Vsx) xnum+1),xms);
Include((Vsx),xprev,(((Vsy) xnum)xms)) = Include((Vsx),xprev ((Vsy) xnum),xms);
Include((Vsx),xprev,((CONST xnum))) = (((Vsx) 1)xprev (CONST xnum));

CountMS(t xms1,xms2)
= AreEqual(xms1,ElMinus(t,ε,xms2))(t xms1)(xms2);

AreEqual(xms1,xms2 F) = F;
AreEqual(ε,ε) = T;
AreEqual(xms1,ε) = F;
AreEqual(ε,xms2) = F;
AreEqual(((Vssym)xnum)xms1,xms2) = AreEqual(xms1,ElMinus(((Vssym)xnum),ε,xms2));
AreEqual((CONST xnum)xms1,xms2) = AreEqual(xms1,ElMinus((CONST xnum),ε,xms2));

ElMinus((CONST xnum),ε,(xms(CONST xnum))) = (xms);
ElMinus(((Vsx) xnum),xprev,(((Vsx) xnum)xms)) = (xprev xms);
ElMinus(((Vsx) xnum1),xprev,(((Vsx) xnum2)xms)) = F;
ElMinus(((Vsx) xnum1),xprev,(((Vsy) xnum2)xms)) = ElMinus(((Vsx) xnum1),xprev ((Vsy) xnum2),xms);
ElMinus(((Vsx) xnum1),xprev,((CONST xnum2))) = F;

8.2.3 Interpreter WICount.

This interpreter uses the function definitions given for the interpreter WISplit plus some additional func-
tions, provided that the function ElMinus is modified and the last rule of the function Split is replaced
with the following rewriting rule.

/∗This rule replaces the last rule of Split definition given in WISplit.∗/
Split(xres,ssym,(xms1),(xms2),xprefLHS,xprefRHS,xLHS,xRHS)

= SplitR(xres,N,((CONST 0)),((CONST 0)),ε,ε,Reduce(xprefLHS xLHS,xprefRHS xRHS));

The additional functions definitions are given below. The function ElMinus replaces the version
given in the WISplit source code.
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ElMinus((CONST xnum1),ε,xms(CONST xnum2)) = xmsCountMinus(xnum1,xnum2);
ElMinus(((Vssym) xnum1),xprev,((Vssym) xnum2)xms) = xprev xmsCountMinus(xnum1,xnum2);
ElMinus(((Vssym) xnum1),xprev,(CONST xnum2)) = xprev G;
ElMinus(((Vssym1) xnum1),xprev,((Vssym2) xnum2)xms) = ElMinus(((Vssym1) xnum1),xprev ((Vssym2) xnum2),xms);

CountMinus(xnum,xnum) = ε;
CountMinus(xnum1 +1,xnum2 +1) = CountMinus(xnum1,xnum2);
CountMinus(ε,xnum) = L;
CountMinus(xnum,ε) = G;

SplitR(xres,ssym,xms1,xms2,ε,ε,ε,ε) = xres;
SplitR(xres,N,xms1,xms2,xsuffLHS,xsuffRHS,xLHS t1,xRHS t2)

= SplitR(xres,
CountMS(Include(t1,ε,xms1),Include(t2,ε,xms2), t1 xsuffLHS, t2 xsuffRHS,xLHS,xRHS));

SplitR(xres,F,xms1,xms2,xsuffLHS,xsuffRHS,xLHS t1,xRHS t2)
= SplitR(xres,

CountMS(Include(t1,ε,xms1),Include(t2,ε,xms2), t1 xsuffLHS, t2 xsuffRHS,xLHS,xRHS));
SplitR(xres,T,xms1,xms2,xsuffLHS,xsuffRHS,xLHS,xRHS)

= SplitR(xres ((xsuffLHS)(xsuffRHS)),N,(CONST 0),(CONST 0),ε,ε,xLHS,xRHS);
SplitR(xres,ssym,xms1,xms2,xsuffLHS,xsuffRHS,xLHS,xRHS)

= CheckLengths(YieldCheck(AddExprMS(xLHS,xms1),AddExprMS(xRHS,xms2)),
xLHS xsuffLHS,xRHS xsuffRHS)++xres;

CheckLengths(F,xLHS,xRHS) = (xLHS,xRHS);
CheckLengths(T,xLHS,xRHS) = (A,B);

SubtractMS(G,xms1,ε) = T;
SubtractMS(L,ε,xms2) = T;
SubtractMS(G,((Vssym) xnum)xms1,xms2) = CheckInfo(G,ElMinus(((Vssym) xnum),ε,xms2),xms1);
SubtractMS(G,(CONST xnum)xms1,xms2) = CheckInfo(G,ElMinus((CONST xnum),ε,xms2),xms1);
SubtractMS(L,((Vssym) xnum)xms1,xms2) = CheckInfo(L,ElMinus(((Vssym) xnum),ε,xms2),xms1);
SubtractMS(L,(CONST xnum)xms1,xms2) = CheckInfo(L,ElMinus((CONST xnum),ε,xms2),xms1);
SubtractMS(ssym,xms1,xms2) = F;

CheckInfo(ssym,xms2 ssym,xms1) = SubtractMS(ssym,xms1,xms2);
CheckInfo(G,xms2 L,xms1) = F;
CheckInfo(L,xms2 G,xms1) = F;
CheckInfo(ssym,xms1,xms2) = SubtractMS(ssym,xms1,xms2);

YieldCheckAux(ε,xms1,xms2) = F;
YieldCheckAux(ssym,xms1,xms2) = SubtractMS(ssym,xms1,xms2);

YieldCheck(xms1 (CONST xnum1),xms2 (CONST xnum2))
= YieldCheckAux(ElMinus((CONST xnum1),ε,(CONST xnum1)),xms1,xms2);

AddExprMS((Vssym)x,xms) = AddExprMS(x,Include((Vssym),ε,xms));
AddExprMS(sx,xms) = AddExprMS(x,Include(s,ε,xms));
AddExprMS(ε,xms) = xms;
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